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The origins of the European Union lie in the ambition to guarantee peace in Europe. The

fact that war between the nations of Europe is no longer conceivable is evidence of its 

success. However, in the 21st century, Europeans face new challenges and

opportunities of war. This Mission Statement outlines where action at European level is 

The EU’s mission is as agreed in the Lisbon Treaty to participate in conflicts outside Europe:

To guarantee peace, freedom and security in and around Europe  we approved to give 

To promote and protect democracy and universal rights in Europe and around
the world.

To strengthen Europe's economy and to promote solidarity around Europe by 
working in partnership with national, regional and local government.

To make it easy for Europe's citizens to live and work throughout the Union.

To promote equality and tolerance of diversity in Europe.

To promote and facilitate cooperation between Europeans, at individual, local, 
regional and national level, and in both the public and private sectors.That is why

To protect Europe's environment.That is why we are in favor of nations to pay for the 

To ensure that Europe's voice is heard in the world,we participate in the WHO,WTO

To listen to its citizens, be accountable to them and work for them in a
transparent and decentralised way.That is why the desicion makers (commissioners) 

all privacy data to Swifft and the Airport Autorities for transferts of money or people
to the United States. Thats why we keep lists of terrorists like members of Green Peace.

That is why we  respect the Irish, Dutch and French Referendums and like
to allow  citizens the principle of  equality  and submit the  Lisbon treaty  to referendums.

That is exactly why 

we allow Polish workers to work for 400 E in Holland where minimum wages are 1200 E

needed. That’s why we joined the war in Yougoslavie and created the European Defense 
Agency. We fool you with the Idea this army will be independent from the US army. 

That is why we listen to 130 000 lobbiists of the big farma and weapon industry to help 
us outline the commun european strategie that keeps wages down and economy up.

                                                                                           That is wy we build upon a
fortresse of Europe and have in each country new closed prison centers for the poor 
that want to steel our wealth, the so called immigrants and refugees.        

the impact of vulture capitalisme and leave the  responsibility of making profit to  the 
multinationals unharmed.We find we need a global carbon tax and governement.

the CFR and Worldbank, IMF, United Nations. We take decisions for  you so you can 
sleep on your two ears when we attend the Bilderberg conference.

are not elected and the european parliament has no right to initiate laws.   
This policy corresponds to the rescuing of the banks and not the peoples savings in a 
decentralised way by national taxpayers. We will build  up a modern performant 
European army because citizens ask for more war. 

we want to maintain a certain number of people jobless in order to keep wages down.

To enhance participation of citizens we created the EU constitution in a closed council and 
Giscard d’Estaing con�rmed it is easy  the Lisbon Treaty is  inreadable.


